Brick installed for installation of Lamp Kit # 82207271

*Antenna must be repositioned to install this kit.

Note: Repeat for other side

Note: Place tape squares as shown.

Note: Repeat for other side
Note: Locate bracket to vehicle. Punch holes through tape and insert screws.

Note: Repeat for other side

---

Note: Push grommet into the bracket hole, such that the bracket seats properly in the grommet groove.

Note: Repeat for other side

---

Note: If lamps are not available for installation, store the bracket and grommet in the vehicle storage console.

---

Note: Install bracket to antenna with button side of the grommet up.
Note: Loose assemble the nut onto the stud.

Note: Mopar kit #82207271 is not included in this bracket mounting kit.

Note: Adjust the bracket to position the antenna at the dimension shown to eliminate contacting the lamp.

Note: The antenna can be positioned closer to the lamp for better appearance, but light tapping noise may be heard on rough roads.